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Abstract
This article assesses centralized business centers and how in the
future they may offer dynamic modern organizations even greater
levels of efficiency, cost savings, more visibility and control over
global business operations. Amid the COVID pandemic a
standardized approach to global delivery, better transparency and
successful efficiency drives certainly helped many businesses
navigate a major public health emergency. However, business
leaders were far from slow to realize that this model, based as it is on
digitization and automation, did not simply help steer their
organizations through the pandemic but instead held vast, much
broader potential for the future. So, what does that future for
integrated global SSCs look like?
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Introduction
The shared services center (SSC) operational business model has undergone rapid and sustained
growth over the course of the last twenty years and has proven to be largely successful in
improving global operational business management. So successful, in fact, that recent (2022)
market research by The Shared Services & Outsourcing Network (SSON) demonstrates that 75%
of its survey respondents are now moving from the SSC model toward a more global approach to
shared services by adopting a global business services (GBS) approach. The COVID 19
pandemic has led many businesses to rethink and redefine the entire SSC concept as one that
does not simply facilitate delivery of single support activities. Rather, the data suggests that the
latest automation platforms which facilitate data digitization create much improved, end-to-end
operating models that generate greater visibility, agility and productivity, as well as a more
enhanced customer experience. In other words, the SSC model is evolving, moving intellectually
from a third-party outsourcing model to a captive one with all systems and staff integrated
centrally.
This article assesses centralized business centers and how in the future they may offer dynamic
modern organizations even greater levels of efficiency, cost savings, more visibility and control
over global business operations.
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